Zoom-in-one.

Just works.

Neat Board is the complete Zoom Rooms package in a
sleek all-in-one device. With an immersive 65-inch multitouch screen, powerful audio system, and versatile
wide-angle camera, Neat Board ensures you see and
hear everything beautifully. For a Zoom Rooms
experience beyond video meetings and wireless
content sharing, Neat Board enables annotations and
whiteboarding, and comes with Neat Marker, meaning
you don't have to touch the screen with your fingers.

Neat Board responds to your presence and
automatically wakes up the moment you walk in the
room. Just one tap and you can wirelessly share your
screen, start a meeting or mark something up. The large
multi-touch screen is perfect for taking notes, organizing
thoughts and providing quick visual feedback, whether
people are right there in the room or on video. What’s
more, you can add Neat Pad as a controller to start your
meetings, hit mute and more without having to get up,
or as a scheduler for optimal room management, taking
your Neat Board system to a whole other level.

Simple set-up.

Managed and supported by Zoom.

Neat Board is remarkably easy to install and set-up.
Everything you need is included in the box. It comes
with a table stand, 5m ethernet cable, 3m power cord
and a pair of Neat Markers, so two people can sketch or
write annotations at the same time. Additionally, you can
buy a customized Neat wall mount or floor stand, and if
required, wheels for the floor stand, giving you freer
mobility between rooms.

Neat Board removes complexities and threats thanks to
it being a secure, single-purpose hardware device, so
less stressing about passwords and patches. Neat
Board empowers you to upgrade everything from your
Zoom account and is your single point of contact for
support.
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Advanced features for safer rooms.
Neat Board incorporates a wealth of unique features.
Aside from Zoom Direct Share WiFi capability, you can
seamlessly share both audio and visual content via an
HDMI cable. Neat Board instinctively frames you
perfectly too, and then auto releases the room when
you leave. Plus, thanks to Neat Sense, it enables you to
monitor meeting spaces, which can lead to significant
health benefits for employees. Neat Sense helps you
control and keep track of air quality, humidity, CO2 and
VOC. Also, whether or not there are people in a room
and if so, how many. That way, you can be sure of
maintaining safe social distancing at all times.
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Table stand is included with every Neat Board.
Wall mount and Floor stand are optional.

Add Neat Pad as an additional controller
and scheduling display.

58.1 inches (1476 mm)

Neat Board
65-inch capacitive multi-touch LED screen
Ultra HD 4K (3840 × 2160 screen resolution)
Anti-glare and anti-fingerprint coating
Camera LED
System LED
Ambient light sensor
Sensors for temperature, humidity, CO2 and VOC
2X Neat Marker (passive)
Table stand
Floor stand (optional)
Wall mount (optional)
Neat Pad controller (optional)
Neat Pad scheduling display (optional)
Zoom Rooms for Touch software

39.2 inches
(996 mm)

13.8 inches (350 mm)

Cable included

Cable not included
WiFi

AC power

USB-C

HDMI-in for local input

Ethernet

HDMI-in for sharing in
Zoom meetings

Size & Weight
Table Stand
Width: 58.1 inches (1476 mm)
Height: 39.2 inches (996 mm)
Depth: 13.8 inches (350 mm)
Weight: 102.6 pounds (46.5 kg)

Wall mount (optional)
Width: 58.1 inches (1476 mm)
Height: 36.7 inches (931 mm)
Depth: 4 inches (104 mm)
Weight: 111.6 pounds (50.6 kg)

Floor stand (optional)
Width: 58.1 inches (1476 mm)
Height: 71.3 inches (1812 mm)
Depth: 29.3 inches (744 mm)
Weight: 124.6 pounds (56.5 kg)
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